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• Flexibility in many forms—What can benefits 
flexibility look like?

• Balancing choice, complexity, and value
• Case study at Pattison Outdoor Advertising:  

Listening and learning before leaping
• Keeping your flex plan sustainable and 

appreciated

Today We’ll Talk About
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1 Benefits Canada Healthcare Survey 2022;   2 Sanofi Canada Healthcare Survey 2020
3 RBC Insurance, poll conducted by Ipsos in Apr 2021 of 1001 working Canadians; 4 WTW 2022 Global Benefits Attitudes Survey - Canadian results
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1 Benefits Canada Healthcare Survey 2022
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• Paradox of Choice
– Having too many options can make us feel more anxious 

and dissatisfied with our decisions
• Decision Fatigue

– Difficult choices make us feel mentally exhausted and 
unable to make the best decisions

• What can this teach us about effective flex design?
– Right mix of options
– Employee education and tools—Make it easier to choose

Psychology Of Choice
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• Optional insurance for purchase
• LTD plan options
• Spending Account dollars

Did We Have Enough Flexibility in Our Plan?

Health Care 
Spending Account

Wellness
Spending Account
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• Hourly, Salaried, and Senior leaders across Canada
• Wide range of ages, seniority, salary 

bands, and dependents

Would a Flex Plan Better Fit 
Our Diverse Plan Members?
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• Why aren’t employees taking advantage of 
flexibility they already have? Do they value it?

• What’s great about our plan today?  
What’s not-so-great?

• Do they want ability to trade-down 
(e.g., for HCSA) or pay to access higher health 
and dental coverage?

We Wanted to Learn
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• Overall employees are happy with current plan
– Looking for improvements in predictable benefits 

(vision, paramedical maximums)
• Lack of awareness/understanding behind low 

utilization/uptake of options in current plan
• Only 1/3 wanted a flexible benefits plan

– Mainly older and longer-service employees

You Don’t Know Until You Ask . . . 
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• 1/2 of employees with spousal health and/or 
dental coverage interested in trading-down 
(e.g., for higher spending account)

• 1/3 open to paying more to have higher 
health and/or dental

• 70% rated HCSA as very important

You Don’t Know Until You Ask . . . 
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So, Did We Decide It’s Time for POA to 
Super-Flex Our Benefits Plan?
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• Not enough employee interest vs. resources, 
cost, and education needed to launch a new flex 
plan at this time

• Loud and clear: Employees are eager for 
benefits communication 

• Concentrate HR resources on building awareness 
and understanding—Educating employees on 
flexibility already available

What Did We Take From This Survey?
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So, How Can You Know What’s Right 
for Your Organization and Employees?
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 Reduce, cap, or normalize benefit 
costs

 Cover more diverse needs, without 
expanding budget

 Attract & retain diverse talent

 Incent & reward healthy 
behaviours

 Extend coverage to nontraditional
groups (retirees, contract workers), 
while limiting company’s financial 
liability

 Harmonize benefits across 
divisions, while minimizing 
“winners & losers”

 Mitigate employees’ concerns 
when introducing (or increasing) 
cost-sharing

Do These Priorities Sound Familiar?
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• Discover what’s important to your employees
– Personas in your demographics: Age groups, family 

sizes, salary ranges, spousal coverage, province
– Which benefits are used most/least today?
– Questions and requests your HR team receives
– Ask them!

• Surveys, focus groups carefully designed to avoid creating 
expectations or negative perceptions

Listen and Learn Before You Leap
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Flex Plans Require Ongoing TLC
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• Make an informed decision when choosing your flex 
enrollment and admin partner
– If you use insurer or benefits advisor’s platform, will it be more 

difficult to change providers in future?
– Given the level of simplicity of your flex plan, do you need an 

outsourced platform?  
Could this (ongoing) cost be saved and reinvested?

• Before adding new options/programs, 
consider if they could limit your future access to 
alternative providers

Top 5 Ways to Keep Your Flex Plan 
Sustainable
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• Mitigate risk of employees making uninformed, 
inadequate, or noncompliant choices
– Rules to prevent opting out without other coverage
– “Default” option with adequate protection
– Putting right decisions in their hands, vs. essential coverage

• e.g., mental health or out-of-country emergency medical across 
all options

– Simple comparison and decision-making tools

Top 5 Ways to Keep Your Flex Plan 
Sustainable
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• Keep higher levels of coverage affordable and 
appealing to attract enrollment
– Mix of coverage in each option that both higher and 

lower users will value (need vs. peace of mind)
– Limits for when and how choices can change 

(anti-selection)
– Lower options partially subsidizing higher options

Top 5 Ways to Keep Your Flex Plan 
Sustainable
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• Review and adjust design and pricing annually
– Changes in demographics, enrollment patterns, 

corporate priorities, and claims trends
• What’s missing to mitigate drug or disability claims?
• How will employee costs influence enrollment or utilization?

– Employee input (surveys, focus groups)
• Does plan meet their needs? Do they understand it?
• Interest in new benefits or services?

– Data to map 2-3 year plan design evolution

Top 5 Ways to Keep Your Flex Plan 
Sustainable
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Where Are We Headed With Flex?
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• Flexibility as a tool, rather than flexibility as a feature
– Shifting from “how can we add more options” to “how can we 

add the right options”
• Strategic design: Driven by data, demographics, 

company values and priorities, and employee input
• Best-fit design: Balance between simple to administer 

and communicate, and options that reflect employee 
diversity

The Future Of Flex
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• Super-flex plans adopted purposefully where aligned 
with company priorities and employee appreciation

• Spending Accounts growing in popularity
– Simple and cost-predictable
– Reflect corporate priorities and values of employee diversity, 

wellbeing (social, physical, mental)
• Optional (employee-paid) benefits expanding beyond 

traditional offerings

The Future of Flex
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Key Takeaways
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• Is it time to super-flex your plan to support 
diverse employees?
– Yes, no, or somewhere in-between

• Flexibility today comes in many forms; 
no one design is right for everyone

Key Takeaways
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• How can you know what’s right for your organization 
and employees?
– What do you want and need to achieve with your program?
– How much ongoing time, resources, and budget can you commit 

to managing, administering, and communicating your plan?
– How much complexity and which choices will make your 

employees feel supported, appreciated, confident, and engaged, 
vs. overwhelmed, anxious, and confused?

Key Takeaways
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Your Feedback 
Is Important. 
Please Scan 

This QR Code.

Session Evaluation

Key Takeaways
• Flex plans need ongoing TLC to keep them 

sustainable and impactful
• And most important, hear it firsthand: 

Listen and learn from your employees, 
before leaping
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